
 

 

Our last term in Lochyside R.C 

Primary and such a busy one too! 

 In our Health and Wellbeing 

Topic  we will be concentrating on 

developing the skills needed for 

transition to the High School.  We 

will be following The Resilient Kids 

Programme which illustrates how 

to destress, make good decisions 

and tackle various situations that 

the children might face in the 

future.  We will also have visits 

from members of the community 

to explain their roles and make the 

children aware of various topics 

like credit cards, cyber-bullying 

and we also want to learn some 

basic cooking skills. 

 In PE we 

will be 

honing our 

athletic 

skills ready 

for Sports 

Day.  

We will also be taking part in team 

games, rounders and rugby 

training.  

In netball the girls will continue to 

take part in The League. Weather 

permitting we will walk/run a mile 

daily to improve our general level 

of fitness 

 

In Maths our focus this term will 

be algebra, number patterns, 

factors, area, volume, circles and 

the properties of shapes. 

We will also re-visit measurement, 

ratio and statistics. I’m a great 

believer in revising previous 

mathematical topics to embed 

them. In mental maths we will still 

be playing table games and using 

quick calculation techniques.  

Please ensure that your child is 

familiar with all the tables and can 

recall the answers accurately and 

speedily as this is imperative. 

Literacy 

This term we will be concentrating 

on sharpening up our use of 

grammar, using metaphors and 

similes in our writing, using more 

interesting openers and better 

connectives.  We will cover all 

styles of writing.  Please encourage 

the children to read as much as 

possible at home as this will pay 

dividends in the long term, building 

up their vocabulary, helping their 

creativity when writing and 

improving their spellings.  Our 

spelling programme will continue.  

This has been very successful with 

the children making great 

progress.  We will also be using 

beach balls which are covered with 

great adverbs and interesting 

openers.  This is a fun but great 

way to improve our sentence 

structure as well as getting some 

much needed sunshine.  We hope!! 

Expressive Arts 

We will be working on some 

interesting musical pieces for our 

Ceilidh and Leavers Assembly. In 

Art we will be using various 

mediums to create art work from 

around the world. 

Transition to the High School 

This is our very last term in 

primary school, so much of our 

focus for this term will be on our 

transition to Lochaber High 

School. 

We will be going to LHS for an 

Orientation Visit on 10th May. We 

will be given a guided tour of the 

school and we will meet some of 

the teachers. A member of the 

Guidance Staff has already visited 

school to discuss transition. Our 

Induction Week will be from 

Monday 13th June – Friday 17th 

June. 

This will be an exciting time for us 

as we will be put into our classes 

for S1 and we will follow a 

timetable for a week. 

There will be and Information 

Meeting for parents during that 

week as well. 
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